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An Australian ‘Caminito’
Our cover image is a painting by Ed Harvey, one of the dedicated dancers in Geelong’s tango
community. Born in the country, Ed has spent his life living and working in different parts of
rural Australia. He knows the countryside, deeply, and he has come to know the tango too.
Ed knows the mountains and sky, gum trees and the bush. He painted this iconic scene for
the Art of Tango Extravaganza: a winding country lane leading to a little church, with a hall
behind it, a sign advertising a milonga nailed to a gum tree.
How important those small church halls were to Australian country people in the past. Dances
in those halls drew far-flung communities together. They were occasions where farm
workers, shearers, property owners and their sons and daughters came to socialise, and, of
course, to dance together.
Biologically speaking, dancing is a good way to find a suitable match. How a person carries
themselves, how they communicate and connect with another in the dance, how they smell,
how they feel, how they move, these are all indicators to compatibility.
It’s a pity that those old-style bush dances have largely disappeared. They still happen, in
places like Nariel, with traditional bands playing music for the traditional dances, but you have
to know where to find them. More common are the B & S (bachelors and spinsters) boozeups, where young people, and some not-so-young, travel huge distances to get blind drunk,
make a mess, and behave outrageously. Not much of a foundation for a lasting relationship.
The tango ‘Caminito’ has the words of a poem written by Gabino Coria Peñaloza. He entered
his poem in a competition run by the municipality of Buenos Aires in 1926, and won a prize.
The poem tells of a romantic reminiscence about a lost love and a little road in the village of
Olta, in the province of La Rioja in Northern Argentina.
Juan de Dios Filiberto, born in 1885 to a mestizo mother and a Genoese immigrant father, set
the poem to music, and it became his best-loved tango. Filiberto left school at the age of 9,
and worked as a newsboy, then a bricklayer, stevedore, becoming a shift supervisor at the
local shipyards. A carpenter at the dockyard gave him his first music lesson. Inspired by
hearing an opera and Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, Filiberto decided to train as a musician,
studying violin and winning a scholarship to the prestigious National Conservatory.
Ill-health caused him to move to Mendoza, and when recovered he returned to Buenos Aires,
where bandleader Eduardo Arolas agreed to play his compositions. In 1932 Filiberto formed
his own Orquesta Portena, with a line-up that included clarinets and flutes. The group made
its debut at Café Tortoni, played for the 1933 movie ‘Tango’ and on radio stations. They made
25 recordings for Odeon between 1932 and 1936, and 20 more for RCA Victor between 1941
and 1959. Filiberto died in 1964.
The words of Peñaloza’s poem transpose so well to Australia’s countryside, and to Ed’s
painting, to the notion of encroaching civilization, lost love, and the passage of time.
This is a loose interpretation of the words (some omitted)…
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The little road that time has erased, where we passed one day…
Little road, once embroidered with clover and flowering reeds, you will soon be a
shadow, like myself
Since she left / I live in sadness / little road my friend / I’m leaving too
She left / and never returned / I will follow her steps / little road, goodbye
Little road that I travelled every afternoon, happily singing of my love / don’t tell her if
she passes through again / that my tears watered your tracks
Little road / covered with thistle / the hand of time erased your tracks / I would like to
fall beside you / and let time kill us both

What kind of cars do tango dancers drive?
This is not a question you’d ask in Buenos Aires. The probable answer would be that many
milongueros drive old taxis, as an economic necessity. Other tango dancers do not drive at
all, but take taxis to travel around a busy city that has little parking and much congestion.
But here, in Australia, where public transport is not always easily accessible, or convenient
for where we want to go and what we want to do, most of us drive cars. it seems that, in
Australia, sedans are old-hat, hatchbacks all but disappeared. Nikki Gemmell in ‘Muscling in’,
her article in the Weekend Australian Magazine, June 30 – July 1, 2018, posed the question
why today’s cars are so ugly and generic. She quoted Henry Ford: ‘Everybody wants to be
someplace he ain’t’, wants to be someone else in their car.’
So, is our car a means of reinvention? Is our car like an article of dress without which we feel
uncertain, unclad and incomplete in the urban compound, as declared by Marshall McLuhan?
Once, I fancied an old, squarish Mercedes sports cars, in a bright color; not red, owned by a
neighbour. The Holden I was driving that would be a collector’s item today, but was very
ordinaire then.
Today I’d settle for a car that is not generic black, silver, white or red, perhaps a vehicle that
is not a car, like the hot pink Vespa scooter I see, occasionally, at a near-by shopping centre.
Why do dealers think we all want to package ourselves up in the same dull palette of
automotive blah? Maybe it’s to do with resale value; more likely a lack of imagination.
Do any readers fall into the category of rarely going off-road but driving a 4 x 4 tradie truck or
bush-basher? Would anyone confess to being ‘isolated in self-locking, air-conditioned
fortresses,’ looking ‘down on others with tinted windows to hide behind and bullbars to
intimidate.’ I’m going to have a good look in the carpark at the next milonga I go to.
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This picture could provide a pointer to the kind of transportation that
Melbourne teacher, Leigh Rogan, might desire. She snapped this beauty
(pity that it’s red) on her way to Neerim South, where she was
presenting a workshop for enthusiastic Gippsland tango dancers. Word
has it that it was an excellent workshop, and that people were very
impressed by this modest and very competent lady tango teacher.

Tango: words, music and dance
We believe tango dancers should be well danced, well-versed and well-read. Look beneath
the surface of the music and you will find tango narratives that impart deeper truths and
stronger convictions than technically dazzling, but glib, choreographies.
Each major orchestra leader, in its time, had a signature sound that demanded singular
moves. Many orchestras performed with singers who had large popular followings.
Tango texts deal with discord and love, satire and sarcasm, and nostalgia, but, as Robert Farris
Thompson writes in Tango, the art history of love, the outside world wants dancers, and
dancers want music. The text of the tango songs is often silenced by dancers.
Thompson quotes Jorge Gottling’s in The Melancholy Woman, observing that Carlos Gardel,
credited with popularising the romantic tango song, had a ‘mono-theme’, ‘the woman – in
three classic poses: absence, presence and departure. Revenge, knife-fights, alcohol and
gambling feature as themes in other tangos, and humour too.
Thompson identifies seven strong writers: Angel Villoldo, Pascual Contursi, Celedonio Flores,
Enrique Santos Discépolo, Homero Manzi, Eladia Blázquez (born 1931), and Horacio Ferrer. If
you are interested in the history of tango and tango writing, it is worth your while to examine
the texts of the lyrics of these writers.
I met Horacio Ferrer, in the later years of his life, the
little poet with a yellow flower in his buttonhole,
immaculately dressed for breakfast in the Orangerie
of our favourite hotel in Buenos Aires. I think that,
what Thompson describes as Ferrer’s ‘festive
surrealism’ fused in the street life of Buenos Aires,
was a perfect match and foil to Astor Piazzolla’s
Nuevo Tango musical compositions. Horacio Ferrer
passed away in 2014.
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What’s in a name?
Nicknames were part of tango from the outset: El Negro Casimiro,
La Rubia (the blonde), El Cachafaz (scar-faced cheek) El Vasco Aín
(the Basque), El Negro Santillán, El Negro Lavandina, Petróleo
(petroleum), El Pibe (the kid), El Flaco (skinny). Angel Villoldo’s
perennial ‘El Choclo’ was the nickname of a well-known pimp, and
is also not-too-subtle sexual double-entendre. Anibal Troilo, the
great bandoneonist and band leader, a large man, was known as
Pichuco. Don Juan is universal for a ladies’ man.
Do we endow dancers in Australia with nicknames? Perhaps,
privately, we do: Ivy, for the woman who clings and hangs off her
partner. El pulpo (the octopus) could describe a ‘hands-on’ male
partner. Cocky might manifest a certain strutting arrogance.
Kangaroo (or Skippy) for the partner who bounces.
Did you ever play the game where you took the name of your pet
and coupled it with the name of the street you lived in, and came up
with a moniker suited to a porn-star? Some of our assembled names
were ‘Chippy Barnes’, ‘Amber Dorset’, and ‘Emily Marlborough’. The
first two are undeniably porn-star-ish, but Emily Marlborough sounds quite aristocratic.
It occurred to me that the name of a fruit tree, we received as a Christmas present from a
longtime friend, might make a suitably tarty (or fruity) tango name: Cherry Lapins. Can’t you
picture her? I see an auburn-haired tanguera, wearing a red dress and green shoes…But then
again, maybe Cherry is a striptease artist, with strategically placed cherries.

Origins of ‘milonga’
Readers might be surprised to learn that word ‘milonga’ has been around since at least 1630,
when it featured in complaints made to Lisbon by Portuguese officials, about the Angolan
Queen Nzinga inciting her subjects to challenge Portuguese authority. ’Milonga’ meant
words, speech, or argument, as well as taunting, and covered talking back to authority. Slaves
probably took the word with them to the Americas.
Milonga became a song, accompanied by drum duels, of the gauchos, who brought it with
them when they moved to Buenos Aires looking for work in the 1860s. The gaucho’s malambo
was a stamping dance that shows off the dancer’s strength, flexibility, and dexterity, with set
figures and repertoire.
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But it was the milonga that emerged as the fusion urban dance for couples, with the man
showing off in his improvised sequences his genius, sharpness, subtle tricks, and individuality.
The historian of that time, Ventura Lynch, suggests that milonga was danced by compadritos
mimicking the dancing they had seen being done at places frequented by blacks, in the city.
Many of the compadritos were Negro, or mulatto (mixed blood), so it’s more likely that the
dance simply crossed over, in the cultural interface.
From candombe, syncopation and staccato rhythms came into milonga. The tempo increased,
and off-beats grew stronger. The strength of the first beat, weakened the fourth. Milonga
dancers inserted a third step over the first two beats, creating an African cross-rhythm, what
we now call milonga del traspié (stumble-step milonga). Music historians differ as to when
this happened. Some say it was in the late 19th century, some say it came with Troilo’s music
in the 1930s.
The habanera was a popular dance rhythm around the world, a fusion of African rhythms and
flamenco of southern Spain. Nestor Marconi said that ‘milonga is an excited habanera’.
Around 1906, tango emerged and eclipsed the popularity of milonga amongst whites, but
blacks kept on dancing milonga in their clubs.
Dance combos grew from trios to orchestras. They played milongas and tangos, but favoured
tango in their recordings. The composer Sebastián Piana, collaborated with lyricist Homero
Manzi in the 1930s, composing candombe milongas, and the milonga was returned to favour
in the dance halls.
Milonga, in the early 1990s was the domain where the old milongueros
and tangueros reigned supreme. Today, the cheeky little milonga, with
its cheerful catchy rhythm, is being danced by a young generation, skillful
and enthusiastic.
Here are Adrienne and Andrew presenting a historic re-enactment of an
old way of dancing at a Vintage Tango event, at a violin maker’s gallery
in Adelaide, some years ago.

Music for travelling – on the road to tango
Certain music just seems to go with distance driving. Long trips, cocooned in the cabin of the
car, cruising along highways and rattling down byways, giving free reign to the rhythms and
melodies that, once heard, seem to accompany us throughout our lives.
I love driving with Graham Connors’ songs reverberating around the car, singing my heart out.
I didn’t even know who Connors was, until a friend gave me one of his CDs, and now the music
of this Queensland singer-songwriter, telling stories of rural Australia and real people and
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their trials and dreams, has become part of me and my travels. On a recent trip back from
Adelaide, where we’d been dancing mellow tango the afternoon before with the locals at
their monthly Tango by The Sea Milonga, I was dozing (as a passenger, not the driver), as we
traversed a drought ravaged landscape in Western Victoria. In my head was a Connors’ song
about building a beach house in the Blue Mountains, above the high-water line, so that when
the flooding rains come, everything is going to be fine. I opened my eyes, looked to the left
of the road, and there, in the middle of a bare paddock, was an old boat, quite a large one.
Was a farmer intending to restore it, haul it by road to some far-distant coastal marina, and
sail away to distant shores, leaving his troubles behind?
Tom Waits is a favourite travelling companion too. I love driving through the flat Wimmera
countryside, in the early morning or late afternoon, when the sun is low and slanted rays paint
the paddocks gold, even when they’re bare of grain, and those distinctive scrubby trees that
line the horizon are thrown into relief, marking the border between earth and sky with a dark
fringe. Waits’ CD, ‘Alice’, written in Hamburg to accompany a surreal production of ‘Alice in
Wonderland’ is the best for this time and place. The first track, speaks of dreamy weather, a
crooked wand, and a murder of silhouette crows. Alice’s ‘hair is like meadow grass. On the
tide. And the raindrops on my window. And the ice in my drink…’
There’s the Tom Waits /Kathleen Brennan song, ‘Watch her disappear’ that I wish had been
written as lyrics for a tango. The singer dreams of dreaming of a woman, of watching through
a window as she undresses. ‘wearing a sunset of purple tightly woven around … hair that rose
in strangled ebony curls moving in a yellow Bedroom light. The air is wet with sound.’
So many tango songs are about relationships gone wrong, about betrayal and leaving
partners. A person might have tango music and the dance experiences that arouse romantic
emotional thoughts, but it’s hard for a woman to find tango lyrics that express this. Which is
why I once wrote a tango show, set in rural and urban Australia, with tangos to be danced to
Tom Waits’ music, and a woman as the main protagonist.

What body language says about our state of mind
As a teacher, I watch the way students enter the hall for a class.
Some come bounding in, enthusiastically, like happy puppies;
others slink in with their shoulders stooped and their heads
down, carrying the worries of the world. Some are hesitant, shy
or self-conscious. Some come unsteadily, primed with a drink or
too. There’s hardly any need to ask how any of them are feeling.
You can see it in their body language.
It might seem simplistic, but you’d be surprised at the difference
it can make, when you stand up straight, properly balanced on
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two feet, with hips and shoulders level, breathe deeply and steadily, engage the supporting
muscles of pelvic floor, glutes, core, diaphragm, look people in the eye, and smile. The
image we convey to others can determine how we feel about ourselves. If we look
miserable, then we will feel miserable, and so will those people we are with. Misery is
contagious. If we believe we cannot do something, it becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy: we
will not be able to do it.
As time takes its toll on ageing bodies, managing pain can become a significant factor for
dancers. Arthritis is an umbrella term for more than 100 conditions that affect the joints of
the body. Most common forms are osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, and gout. Symptoms
include swelling, inflammation, stiffness and restricted movement. Tiredness, weight loss,
skin problems and feeling unwell are other symptoms.
It's essential to get a proper medical diagnosis, and to take advice about what medications
might help manage pain, reduce inflammation, or slow the progress of the disease.
Some things help – and these are things we can do something about. We need to maintain a
healthy weight and eat a well-balanced diet. We need to exercise regularly, and learn ways
to manage our pain. And we need to seek support when we need it. We’re not on our own.
Many dancers suffer from arthritis. Most seriously committed dancers keep on dancing,
doing what they love. They learn to live with their pain and manage it
It can be hard when the pain is really bad. There are nights, after I have taught, when the
pain is so bad, I cry myself to sleep. There are nights when no position is comfortable. I get
up. I move around, I stretch my body out. Sometimes I apply icepacks for relief, and strap an
aching foot or knee. Eventually, sleep comes, and, often, by morning the swelling and
inflammation have reduced. And I get up to embrace another day.
In class, we work with our students to correct postural alignment. Our bones should be
load-bearing, not our joints. We work to correct old habits and damaging practices. We
address walking problems, so that proper techniques are employed to walk in a balanced
way. When we can walk better, we dance better. When we give ourselves to the tango
experience, we do not feel pain.

Behavioural expectations
Students come to classes with expectations of what the teacher will do for them, but are
dance teachers doing enough to let students know what they expect of them? The
responsibility goes both ways. Good learning occurs when teachers and students establish a
good working relationship.
Each teacher has a routine and expectations of students, things that provide a framework to
the conduct of a class. Things like arriving on time, having suitable footwear, attending to
personal hygiene, listening and following instructions, not coming to class intoxicated - the
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reasons are obvious. It’s courteous when a student lets their teacher know when they can’t
make it to class, it’s sensible and respectful when a student stays away from class when
they’re sick, and it’s a ‘no-no’ to criticize a partner when something doesn’t go right.
Some teachers expect the students to ask questions when they don’t understand something,
or when a move is not working. If a student doesn’t ask, they won’t be helped. Other teachers
keep a watchful eye on students to determine who needs help. Some students are reticent
about asking questions – they shouldn’t be. Sorting out a problem at the outset saves a lot of
time and angst, and prevents the formation of bad habits.
Students need realistic goals, regardless of what class or level they are in. Unfortunately, in
Australia and also, surprisingly, in Argentina, the practice of promoting students upwards to
the next level, without attaining a set standard, is common. A student enrolls for a 6-week
beginner level class, and after that time, the students expects to be promoted to the next
level class. They feel they are no longer a beginner.
We attended one of Demian Garcia’s group classes in Buenos Aires. A few male students were
not doing what Demian was demonstrating, ignoring what he was asking them to do. I noted
that they positioned themselves around the edge of class space, as far away from the teacher
as possible, and were dancing other stuff. Some were ‘instructing’ their partners in what they
were doing. I asked Demian what was going on, and he said that this was common practice.
Some students insist on being put into a higher level class, and then, in that class, when their
skill level is insufficient to do what is required, they fall back on doing what they already know.
They fear failure; they DON’T WANT TO LOSE FACE.
A teacher has an expectation that a student will be prepared to try something new. It is the
teacher’s job to prepare the student to do this. Armed with the right skills and training, new
things should be exciting and challenging, not frightening. Students who fear failure get
paralyzed and do not progress. Julio Balmaceda often says, to his students, ‘Get out there and
make a mistake’. That’s how we learn.
A student, who believes that he/she will learn tango just by going to class, is misguided. Even
if you go to the best teacher in the world, several times a week, that won’t make you a good
tango dancer. Unless a student practices the exercises and works on technique between
lessons, progress will be slow. Things have to be reinforced and repeated often (thousands of
times), before they are truly learned, and feel natural. Repeating and reinforcing what you do
in class is the student’s responsibility, not the teacher’s.
A teacher who teaches to the middle ground in a class may have dissatisfied students at lower
and higher levels of the class range. Every dancer is an individual with a different attitude and
skill-set. Adult students have spent their lifetime developing habits and responses that may
be detrimental to learning to dance. The teacher’s role is a demanding one. Readiness is
required of every student, at every stage.
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Teachers employ their own strategies to address issues of individual differences in teaching
group adult classes. Routines established are part of this management process.
Good teachers take time to know their students, monitor their progress, understand their
weaknesses, and be aware of their ambitions and goals. Good teachers discuss challenges,
techniques and practices with colleagues; they share insights. Good teachers work hard to
help their students. Good students work hard. When they do that rewards and encourages
their teachers to keep teaching with enthusiasm.

A special event, we’d love to have support for.
Help us make a difference in the lives of people suffering from dementia and other lifeimpacting conditions. If you live in Melbourne or Geelong, or a visitor from anywhere, we
invite you to take a country drive to Ballarat on Saturday, 11 May and help us launch a new
chapter in the GENTLE TANGO story. Dianne Heywood-Smith will begin weekly GENTLE
TANGO in Sebastopol session on the Wednesday after the launch, 15th May, 2 – 3.30pm.
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Some tango moments from Tango by the Sea Milonga, April 2019
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Festival City Tango returns to Adelaide, October 3-7

Enjoy a long weekend of beautiful social tango dancing in Adelaide at FESTIVAL CITY TANGO,
proudly presented by Tango Adelaide, Siempre Tango & Southern Cross Tango.
Early Arrivals: Dancers are invited to Siempre Tango’s pre-festival Super Practica on
Thursday 3 October, 8-11pm at North Adelaide Community Centre, 176 Tynte St, North
Adelaide (BYO, $10 at the door). Long Weekend Program: The festival then kicks off with
four lovely Milongas, starting on Friday 4 October 8pm – 12 - ‘Bienvenidos Todos’ with
guest Dj Yoko Kinoshita at North Adelaide Community Centre, presented by Siempre Tango
(BYO); Saturday 5 October 8pm – 12 - ‘Milonga Sentimental’ with guest Dj Jarny Choi at
Unley Town Hall, presented by Tango Adelaide Club (BYO); Sunday 6 October 4pm – 8pm ‘Tango by the Sea Milonga’ with DJs Adrienne & Andrew Gill, at Henley Sailing Club, 1
Seaview Rd, West Beach, presented by Southern Cross Tango. Dress Code: Elegant. Guests
are welcome to bring a plate of supper to share. Licensed bar (no byo); Monday 7 October
1.30pm - 4.30pm - ‘Farewell & See you again Milonga’ with guest DJ Janett Jackson, at
Christ Church Hall, North Adelaide. Additional events: There will be a free Pilates & Zumba
Class presented by Yuri and Bruce (NZ) on Saturday 5 October, 1-2pm at Unley Town Hall.
Please bring your own yoga mat, water and comfortable clothes.
Festival Bookings & Information http://www.festivalcitytango.org General enquiries about
the festival E: tangoadelaideclub@gmail.com

Saturday 5 October
TANGO TECHNIQUE TRAINING & MASTERCLASS
Tango dancers are warmly invited to participate in intensive
tango training with Southern Cross Tango’s Adrienne & Andrew
Gill. PRIVATE LESSONS will be available from Thursday 3 –
Saturday 5 October at Southern Cross Tango studio in Seacliff.
On Saturday 5 October 9am-10am, Adrienne & Andrew will
present their TANGO TECHNIQUE TRAINING for Leaders &
Followers ($20pp, Open Level), followed by a TANGO
MASTERCLASS (topic to be announced soon) from 10-11.30am ($25pp, Inter/Adv level).
Dancers are invited to register their interest in the workshops (couples only), or request a
Private Lesson (singles or couples) E: sctango@bigpond.com Ph: 0419 309 439. Venue:
Southern Cross Tango studio, 50 Kauri Parade, Seacliff (cnr Pine Ave & Kauri Pde).
www.southerncrosstango.com.au
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TANGO IN AUSTRALIA
Tango Links & information at www.southerncrosstango.com.au
DARWIN
northerntango@gmail.com http://sites.google.com/site/northerntango
QUEENSLAND
General
listings
of
tango
http://www.tangonut.com/news.html
CANBERRA
Tango Social Club of Canberra
http://www.tangocanberra.asn.au

schools

–

&

includes a

milongas

listing

of

throughout

Queensland

tango teachers in Canberra

SYDNEY
General listings of tango schools & milongas throughout Sydney:
Tango Australia: http://www.tangoaustralia.com.au/p/finding-tango-school.html Sydney
Tango Calendar: http://www.sydneytango.com.au/WebModules/Calendar/Calendar.aspx
Port Macquarie: http://www.argentinetango.com.au/argentinetangoportmacquarie.html
Bowral: http://www.tangoencanto.com Newcastle https://tangonewcastle.wordpress.com
HOBART
Tango Milongueros: tangomtas@gmail.com www.tangomilonguerotasmania.com & Facebook
Tasmanian Club de Tango: tasmaniantangoclub@hotmail.com & www.tastangoclub.com
PERTH
Champagne Tango: www.champagnetangoperth.com info@champagnetangoperth.com
Port Macquarie Tango – tango.wendy@gmail.com Perth Tango Club - http://perthtangoclub.com
Mi Serenata: http://miserenatatango.com
MELBOURNE
Melbourne Practica Group Inc. www.melbournepractica.org
nd

Melbourne Tango host milonga 2 Sunday of month @ Czech House, Queensberry St, Nth Melbourne
http://www.melbournetango.com
Project NFT (Neo Fusion Tango) (Hawthorn) Rod – rjh@keypoint.com.au
Robles Dance Academy – http://roblesdance.com
Sidewalk Tango – Dianne’s TANGUERIA (Richmond) – tangodi@icloud.com.au 0418 331 638
Tango Bajo – Bill Jarman (South Yarra, Windsor, Gardenvale) – tangobajo@gmail.com - 0419 826 061www.australiantango.com.au Facebook: www.facebook.com/TangoBajo
Tango
Escencia
–
Rina
&
Nadim
Sawaya
(Richmond,
Lower
Templestowe)rina@tangotherapyaustralia.com.au - www.tangoescencia.com.au
Tango Melbourne – reneefleck84@gmail.com tangomelbourne.com.au
Tango Tambien (& Instep Tango Shoes) (Woodend, Gardenvale/Brighton, Clifton Hill) – Leigh Rogan
– info@tangotambien.com – www.tangotambien.com
Victoria Tango Australia –Leonel - www.victoriatango.com.au - leonelcolque@hotmail.com
Viva (Fitzroy) – Christian Drogo – www.vivadance.com.au info@vivadance.com.au
GEELONG
Community Tango in Geelong - richardandpam@mac.com www.facebook.com/CommuityTangoInGeelong
www.southerncrosstango.com.au. Group classes Monday nights, Gentle Tango Wednesday mornings.
BALLARAT – Gentle Tango in Sebastopol, Wednesday afternoons – Southern Cross Tango and The Tangueria

Bookings & Information about upcoming tango classes & courses or events, contact Adrienne Gill/Southern
Cross Tango ph: 0419 309 439 or E: sctango@bigpond.com www.southerncrosstango.com.au We also post
regular events and updates on our facebook page https://www.facebook.com/SouthernCrossTango
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For a listing of international guest teachers touring Australia in the coming months, & Australian & NZ tango
school links go to: Gotanz Connect Australian & New Zealand Tango Directory – Meg Thomson –
gotanzconnect@gmail.comhttps://www.gotanzconnect.com Facebook: http://fb.me/anzdirectory Mob: 0419
826 061

Dancers at Tango by the Sea Milonga, April 2019

Tango in Adelaide
TANGO ADELAIDE CLUB: Club Milonga, Saturday 4 May 8pm – 11.30pm - Spicer
Church Hall, 44A Fourth Avenue St Peters. Practica Nuevo, Sunday 26 May, 6.30pm 8.30pm, Eastwood Community Centre, 95 Glen Osmond Rd, Eastwood.
www.tangoadelaide.org
TANGO SALON: Comme Il Faut Milonga – Sunday 19 May, 4-8pm at Mt Osmond Golf
Club, Mt Osmond. $10. www.tangosalonadelaide.blogspot.com
SIEMPRE TANGO: Weekly Practica – Thursdays 8-9.30pm at North Adelaide Community
Centre, 176 Tynte St, Nth Adelaide. $5. Practica Domingo, Sunday 5 May, 4.30-6.30pm at
Eastwood Community Centre, 95 Glen Osmond Rd, Eastwood. $5. Super Thursday Milonga,
Thursday 23 May 8-9.30pm www.siempretango.net.au
SOUTHERN CROSS TANGO: Weekly Practica – Tuesdays 8-9.30pm at Roxy Centre, 80
Anzac Hwy, Everard Park. $10 or $5 for beginners. Tango by the Sea Milonga – Sunday 12
May, 4-8pm at Henley Sailing Club, 1 Seaview Rd, West Beach. $15. Licensed bar. Bring a
plate of supper to share. La Calesita Milonga – Saturday 25 May, 8-11pm at Thebarton
Community Centre, South Rd (cnr Ashwin Pde), Torrensville. $15. BYO drinks & snacks.
0419309439 or sctango@bigpond.com www.southerncrosstango.com.au
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SOUTHERN CROSS TANGO (South Australia)
MONDAY Classes
@ UNLEY RSL, 29 Arthur St, Unley
Current Tango Course: Monday 8 April – 3 June 2019: Beginner Class 7pm, Mini Practica 8pm, Open
Level Class 8.30pm.
TUESDAY Class & Practica
@ ROXY CENTRE, 80 Anzac Hwy, Everard Park
8 Week Beginner/Open Course: Tuesday 21 May – 9 July 2019: Beginner Class 7-8pm
Weekly PRACTICA 8pm – 9.30pm (All welcome).
WEDNESDAY Classes
@ THEBARTON COMMUNITY CENTRE - South Rd & Ashwin Pde, Torrensville
8 Week Open & Advanced Level Courses: Wednesday 8 May – 3 July 2019 (*no class 5 June): Open
level class 7pm – 8pm (Tango Nuevo); Advanced class 8pm – 9pm (Advanced Close Embrace Technique
& Combinations).
TANGO TECHNIQUE TRAINING for leaders & followers: Saturday 4 – 25 May 2019, 9-10am @
Southern Cross Tango Studio, 50 Kauri Parade, Seacliff. Bookings essential.
PRIVATE TUITION @ Southern Cross Tango Studio, 50 Kauri Pde, Seacliff - Please telephone 0419 309
439 to book. Generally, lessons are available on Saturdays, and some weekdays during business hours.
COMMUNITY TANGO IN GEELONG (Victoria)
Venue: Christ Church hall, corner of Moorabool & McKillop Streets, Geelong. First Monday of the
month: ‘Tango for Pleasure’ 7.30-9pm; Other Mondays - Open level group classes, 7.30 – 9.00pm.
Thursday mornings - Body conditioning, dance training & improvisation for women. GENTLE TANGO
program, 10.30am. Presenting group tango classes, private lessons, seasonal salon events. Teachers:
Pamela & Richard Jarvis – 0417 531 619. E: richardandpam@mac.com
https://www.facebook.com/CommunityTangoInGeelong

SOUTHERN CROSS TANGO – Adrienne & Andrew Gill
Ph: 0419 309 439 or E: sctango@bigpond.com Website: www.southerncrosstango.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/SouthernCrossTango
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